Scope of Work

I. Scope of Solicitation

Clemson University is seeking offers for a software upgrade for a MicroVal Coordinating Measuring Machine. The manufacturer is Hexagon Metrology. Must bid as specified to ensure compatibility with existing hardware/software. Award will be made to one Offeror. Award will be made to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder(s).

II. Instructions to Offerors

1. INFORMATION FOR OFFERORS TO SUBMIT - In addition to information requested elsewhere in this solicitation, Offerors should submit the following information for purposes of evaluation:

   - All Offerors must include the name of the manufacturer and model number along with detailed product information with offer. Complete literature must be submitted as an attachment in the Bid Attachment Response in the online bid document. Any deviation from specifications, indicated herein, must be clearly pointed out; otherwise, it will be considered that items offered are in strict compliance with these specifications, and successful bidder will be held responsible. Include Offeror’s name on the cover of any specifications or descriptive literature submitted with offer.

III. Scope of Work / Specifications

The following requirements are mandatory minimum requirements for the PC-DMIS Pro DCC Software Upgrade for the existing B&S MicroVal PFx 454 DCC Coordinating Measuring Machine s/n 073311.

**Required Specifications:**

1. Software
   a) PC-DMIS License DCC Online
   b) Probe and Go Technology
   c) Quick Start Routines
d) Upgradeable Platform

c) GD&T: True Position, Roundness, Perpendicularity, Flatness etc

f) One Year of Software Upgrades with Telephone Applications Support

2. Basic Training
   a) Level PRO DCC for 1 student for 4 days at a Hexagon Precision Center

3. Hardware
   a) Dell Computer with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor (PC-DMIS Tested/Certified)
   b) 2.33GHz/4GB RAM/250GB/CD-RW-DVD/Windows 7 Pro
   c) Dell 19” Flat Panel LCD Monitor
   d) Dell Inkjet Printer

4. Installation & Service
   a) On-site Performance Verification
   b) Online Help Files, PC-DMIS
   c) Standard Warranty

5. Machine Information: B&S Microval PFX 454, s/n 077331, Sharpe Controller

6. CMM Re-Hose Option

All freight charges must be included in pricing.

IV. TERMS AND CONDITIONS – SPECIAL

Not applicable

V. APPENDICES TO SCOPE OF WORK

Not Applicable

VI. BIDDING SCHEDULE

See online bid document for item listing and space provided for pricing.